
Selling Wilderton in the On-Premise Channel
WHY NON-ALCOHOLIC SPIRITS?

Diners and bar patrons are demanding better 
non-alcoholic choices.
45% of on-premise guests have purchased non-alcoholic 
cocktails (Adult Non-Alcoholic Beverage Association).
N/A beverage programs add incremental revenue 
to an account.
      50% of guests would try or have tried a 
      non-alcoholic drink (Nielsen IQ).
N/A offerings signal the quality of an account.
N/A offerings allow guests to pace and be responsible and safe.

GENERAL N/A SELLING TIPS

www.wildertonfree.com

Not having a non-alcoholic program is a competitive 
disadvantage. Highlight that the competition is adding 
non-alcoholic programs to respond to the demands of 
their patrons.
Position Wilderton Spirits as liquid robust enough to 
feature as a base liquid for N/A and low ABV cocktails.
Proactively address what the expressions taste like and 
how to use them. 
        For mainstream accounts, suggest our simple 
        Signature Serves: Lustre and tonic, Earthen and       
        ginger ale, Bittersweet Aperitivo and soda. 
        For mixology accounts, present Wilderton 
        cocktails created by award-winning author 
        and bartender Jim Meehan.

GOOD HOSPITALITY IS INCLUSIVE 
AND INCREASES YOUR BOTTOM LINE

“...bars and restaurants, especially, should be serving thoughtful 
alcohol-free drinks if they want to stay relevant and are truly 
committed to hospitality.” 

- Julia Bainbridge, author, former Bon Appétit editor 
   and James Beard Award nominee



ADDRESSING COMMON QUESTIONS

THE WILDERTON ELEVATOR PITCH

Position Wilderton as the Bartender’s Choice: 
Served in some of the top bars and restaurants 
including Death & Co, Canlis, Trick Dog, and Kann. 

Wilderton is the only true craft N/A spirits brand with 
a home distillery (in Hood River, OR).

Wilderton is crafted from raw botanicals, using modern 
twists on traditional distillation methods.

Wilderton expressions offer bold, botanically driven 
flavors that are delicious and hold up against all types 
of mixers and ingredients. 

Wilderton is versatile. It shines both in the simplest 
and most complex cocktails.

We don’t know how to use Wilderton.
       Wilderton can provide a broad range of cocktails that 
       we have developed, from simple to complex.
       World renowned bartender Jim Meehan created an extensive 
       library of delicious, craft Wilderton cocktails that are sure 
       to impress.

How do you justify the premium price of Wilderton N/A cocktails?
       The quantity of botanicals used is up to 10 times greater than 
       traditional spirits like gin.
       Raw botanicals and the specialized processes and equipment 
       used to produce Wilderton are expensive.

We have to price non-alcoholic cocktails lower and lose margin.
       This is not true. The most successful non-alcoholic programs 
       price at par or slightly below full ABV cocktails. 

Botanicals sourced from around the world. Crafted and bottled in Hood River, Oregon.
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“The company’s newest release, Bittersweet Aperitivo, hews closely to classic Italian 
red bitter aperitivos that imbibers revere in recipes like the Negroni and Venetian Spritz. Bravo!”

- Jim Meehan, Beverage Director of Snow Peak USA and award-winning mixologist


